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Missing physics of cosmic acceleration  

Broad aim = Phenomenology:  
Behavior of matter? Gravity? 

Inhomogeneous 
universe? 

New matter? 
interactions? 

Deviations 
from GR? Λ?	
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Ambitious aim = Theory: 
Learn something more about the underlying mechanism? 
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Frameworks to tie observations to theory 

 
•  Classification of scalar-tensor theories 

to connect to phenemonology 

 
•  Simple extension to group changes to 

to time time and space space terms 

Alternative to Gmatter is growth rate 
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Category Theory References

Horndeski Theories

Scalar-Tensor theory
[21, 22]

(incl. Brans-Dicke)

f(R) gravity [23, 24]

f(G) theories [25–27]

Covariant Galileons [28–30]

The Fab Four [31–34]

K-inflation and K-essence [35, 36]

Generalized G-inflation [37, 38]

Kinetic Gravity Braiding [39, 40]

Quintessence (incl.
[41–44]

universally coupled models)

E!ective dark fluid [45]

Lorentz-Violating theories
Einstein-Aether theory [46–49]

Hor̆ava-Lifschitz theory [50, 51]

> 2 new degrees of freedom
DGP (4D e!ective theory) [52, 53]

EBI gravity [54–58]

TeVeS [59–61]

TABLE I: A non-exhaustive list of theories that are suitable for PPF parameterization. We will not treat all of these explicitly
in the present paper. G = R2 ! 4Rµ!R

µ! +Rµ!"#R
µ!"# is the Gauss-Bonnet term.

derlying our formalism are stated in Table II. PPN and
PPF are highly complementary in their coverage of dif-
ferent accessible gravitational regimes. PPN is restricted
to weak-field regimes on scales su!ciently small that lin-
ear perturbation theory about the Minkowski metric is
an accurate description of the spacetime. Unlike PPN,
PPF is valid for arbitrary background metrics (such as
the FRW metric) provided that perturbations to the cur-
vature scalar remain small. PPF also assumes the valid-
ity of linear perturbation theory, so it is applicable to
large length-scales on which matter perturbations have
not yet crossed the nonlinear threshold (indicated by
!M (knl) ! 1); note that this boundary evolves with red-
shift.
Perturbative expansions like PPN and PPF cannot

be used in the nonlinear, strong-field regime inhabited
by compact objects. However, this regime can still
be subjected to parameterized tests of gravity via elec-
tromagnetic observations [62, 63] and the Parameter-
ized Post-Einsteinian framework (PPE) for gravitational
waveforms [64, 65]. Note that despite the similarity in
nomenclature, PPE is somewhat di"erent to PPN and
PPF, being a parameterization of observables rather than
theories themselves.
The purpose of this paper is to present the formalism

that will be used for our future results [66] and demon-
strate its use through a number of worked examples. We
would like to politely suggest three strategies for guiding
busy readers to the most relevant sections:

i) The casually-interested reader is recommended to as-
similate the basic concepts and structure of the pa-
rameterization from §II A and §II E, and glance at
Table I to see some example theories covered by this

formalism.

ii) A reader with a particular interest in one of the ex-
ample theories listed in Table I may wish to addition-
ally read §II B-IID to understand how the mapping
into the PPF format is performed, and the most rel-
evant example(s) of §III.

iii) A reader concerned with the concept of parameter-
ized modified gravity in and of itself may also find
§II F and §IV useful for explaining how the approach
presented here can be concretely implemented (for
example, in numerical codes). §IV also discusses the
connection of PPF to other parameterizations in the
present literature.

Our conclusions are summarized in §V.
We will use the notation " = M!2

P = 8#G and set
c = 1 unless stated otherwise. Our convention for the
metric signature is (",+,+,+). Dots will be used to in-
dicate di"erentiation with respect to conformal time and
hatted variables indicate gauge-invariant combinations,
which are formed by adding appropriate metric fluctua-
tions to a perturbed quantity (see §II D). Note that this
means $̂ #= $.

II. THE PPF FORMALISM

A. Basic Principles

As stated in the introduction, the PPF framework sys-
tematically accounts for allowable extensions to the Ein-
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of interest in cosmology are not only inhomogeneous
but time-varying, unlike the incredible simplicity of the
Schwarzschild solution that arises due to Birkho!’s the-
orem. Also, unlike in PPN, the parameters at play – !
and Ge! – will not only depend on fundamental param-
eters of the theory but also on the time evolution of the
cosmological background.
Ideally, any time-dependence in the parameterization

will be simply related to background cosmological quanti-
ties (like the scale factor, energy densities or any auxiliary
fields that are part of the modifications) and not depen-
dent upon the time evolution of ", # or any other per-
turbation variables. For such a requirement to be possi-
ble it is essential that any parameterization is su$ciently
general to encompass a broad range of theories. As we
will show in this paper, parameterizations using eqns.(2)
and (3) are simply not general enough to capture the full
range of behaviour of modified theories of gravity. It has
been argued that such a parameterization can be used as
a diagnostic; that is, for example, a non-zero measure-
ment of ! might indicate modifications of gravity [25].
This may be true, but such a measurement cannot then
be used to go further and constrain specific theories. It
would be more useful to build a fully consistent parame-
terization which can be used as a diagnostic and can be
linked to theoretical proposals. The purpose of this paper
is to take the first steps towards such a parameterization.

III. THE FORMALISM

When considering modified gravity theories it can be
helpful to cleanly separate the non-standard parts from
the familiar terms that arise in General Relativity (hence-
forth GR). We can always write the modifications as a
an additional tensor appearing in the Einstein field equa-
tions, i.e.

Gµ! = 8"G0a
2Tµ! + a2Uµ! (4)

The diagonal components of the tensor Uµ! are equiva-
lent to an e!ective dark fluid with energy density X and
isotropic pressure Y (where the constants have been ab-
sorbed). The zeroth-order Einstein equations are then:

EF ! 3H2 + 3K = 8"G0a
2
!

i

#i + a2X (5)

ER ! "(2Ḣ+H2 +K) = 8"G0a
2
!

i

Pi + a2Y (6)

where H = H/a is the conformal Hubble parameter and
K is the curvature. We will use EF and ER as defined
above throughout this paper. For future use we define
E = EF +ER. The summations in the above expressions
are taken over all conventional fluids and dark matter,
and dots denote derivatives with respect to conformal
time. In this paper we will largely adhere to the defini-
tions and conventions used in [17]. We also note that the

Bianchi identity #µGµ
! = 0 implies the relation:

ĖF +H(EF + 3ER) = 0 (7)

Assuming that the conservation law#µT µ
! = 0 holds sep-

arately for ordinary matter and the e!ective dark fluid, X
and Y must be related by the equation Ẋ+3H(X+Y ) =
0.
Continuing in this vein, our goal is to write the linearly

perturbed Einstein equations as:

$Gµ! = 8"G0a
2$Tµ! + a2$Uµ! (8)

In general the tensor $Uµ! will contain both metric per-
turbations and extra degrees of freedom (hereafter d.o.f)
introduced by a theory of modified gravity. We can sep-
arate $Uµ! into three parts: i) a part containing only
metric perturbations, ii) a part containing perturbations
to the extra d.o.f., iii) a part mixing the extra d.o.f. and
perturbations to the ordinary matter components:

$Uµ! = $Umetric
µ! ("̂, %̂...)+ $Udof

µ! (%, %̇, %̈...)+ $Umix
µ! ($#...)

(9)

The argument variables in this expression will be intro-
duced shortly. We have written the Einstein field equa-
tions such that T µ

! contains only standard, uncoupled
matter terms and hence obeys the usual (perturbed) con-
servation equations, $(#µT µ

! ) = 0. As a result Uµ
! must

obey its own independent conservation equations, so that
at linear order we have $(#µUµ

! ) = 0. We will use the fol-
lowing notation to denote components of $Uµ

! from here
onwards:

U" = "a2$U0
0 , &#iU# = "a2$U0

i (10)

UP = a2$U i
i , DijU$ = a2(U i

j "
1

3
$Uk

k $
i
j)

where Dij = &#i
&#j " 1/3qij &#2 projects out the longitu-

dinal, traceless part of $Uµ
! and qij is a maximally sym-

metric metric of constant curvature K. The definition
of U$. In the case of unmodified background equations
perturbed conservation equation for Uµ

! gives us the fol-
lowing two constraint equations at the linearized level
[17]:

U̇" +HU" " &#2U# +
1

2
a2(X + Y )('̇ + 2&#2()

+HUP = 0 (11)

U̇# + 2HU# "
1

3
UP "

2

3
&#2U$ + a2(X + Y )& = 0 (12)

where the metric fluctuations ', ( and & are defined in
eqn.(13).
In this paper we will initially present general forms for

the construction of metric-only $Uµ! that satisfy equa-
tions (11) and (12), then impose the restriction that
the field equations can contain at most second-order
derivatives. Gravitational theories containing derivatives
greater than second-order are generally disfavoured as
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While GR in 4D space-time is a remarkably beautiful, and comparatively 
minimal metric theory, it is not the only one. We should test it!  

for both the LSST DESC and MS-DESI. Modifications to GR include the presence of extra degrees of
freedom (e.g. Carroll et al. (2004)), massive gravitons (e.g. Hinterbichler (2012)), gravity pervading extra
dimensions (e.g. Dvali et al. (2000)), and those which attempt to resolve the fine tuning cosmological
constant problem through degravitation (Dvali et al. 2007; de Rham et al. 2008).

In stark contrast to ⇤ and quintessence, modifications to gravity can have marked effects on both the growth
of large scale structure and the background expansion. It is common that models that modify GR are able to
reproduce the distance measurements but alter the growth of large scale structure, opening up the possibility
of testing and discriminating between the different theories. Generically, the Poisson equation relating
over-densities to gravitational potentials is altered and the potential that determines geodesics of relativistic
particles, in terms of the Newtonian gauge potentials (�+ )/2, differs from that that determines the motion
of non-relativistic particles,  . Creating �/ 6= 1 during an accelerative era is extraordinarily difficult in
fluid models of dark energy (Hu 1998). Measuring it, therefore, could be a smoking gun of a deviation from
GR. In Zhang et al. (2007b) we proposed a way to constrain �/ , by contrasting the motions of galaxies
and the lensing distortions of light from distant objects that LSST and MS-DESI data will be idea for.

Bean and her group have developed software based on the publicly available CAMB and CosmoMC codes
(Lewis et al. 2000; Lewis & Bridle 2002) to perform likelihood analyses and forecasting for generic pho-
tometric and spectroscopic surveys (Bean & Tangmatitham 2010; Laszlo et al. 2011; Kirk et al. 2011;
Mueller & Bean 2013). This includes peculiar velocity, weak lensing and galaxy clustering correlations
and cross-correlations with the CMB. The code models dark energy and modified gravity using a variety
of phenomenological parameterizations, including the equation of state w(z), the Hubble expansion rate
H(z), the logarithmic growth factor, fg(z), and its exponent, �(z), and a parameterization directly related
to modifications of the perturbed Einstein equations, Gmatter(z, k) and Glight(z, k),

k2 = �4⇡Gmattera
2⇢� , k2( + �) = �8⇡Glighta

2⇢� , (1)

where ⇢ is background density, k is comoving spatial, a, the scale factor and � is the rest-frame, gauge
invariant, matter perturbation. It includes general parameterizations for galaxy bias and intrinsic alignments
(Hirata & Seljak 2004; Laszlo et al. 2011), a simple, Gaussian model for photometric redshift errors and
nonlinear model based on the ⇤CDM-modeled Halofit algorithm (Smith & Zaldarriaga 2011).

Proposed work: This existing software will be modularized and documented to integrate into the LSST
DESC and MS-DESI analysis pipelines. Three specific projects to enhance the software are described in
sections C.1-C.3. The improvements will ensure that the analysis pipelines are able to meet the required
level of both theoretical modeling and survey-specific systematic error characterization necessary to define
science requirements. When Stage III data is made public, expected on this proposal’s timeframe, we
will analyze the data using this software pipeline, and integrate improvements in the intrinsic alignment,
photometric error and nonlinear modeling into the code.

C.1. Detailed ties between dark energy theory and LSST and MS-DESI observations

While the phenomenological parameterizations outlined above help translate observations into broad dark
energy characteristics, more needs to be be done to connect the data further to dark energy theory and
astrophysically relevant modifications to GR. Many classes of modified gravity theories are described by
the general “Horndeski” action, the most general theory of a scalar field coupled to gravity for which the
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ds2 = �(1 + 2⇥)dt2 + a2(1� 2�)dx2

3

Dots represent a derivative with respect to conformal
time, ✓ is the peculiar velocity divergence, and c2s and �
are the fluid’s sound speed and shear stress respectively.

CAMB evolves perturbations in the synchronous gauge
in which the metric perturbations are described by h and
⌘. A parameter ↵ ⌘ (ḣ + 6⌘̇)/2k2 relates metric and
matter perturbations in the synchronous and conformal
Newtonian gauges [ADD CITES] [Ma and Bert]

 = ↵̇+H↵ (11)

� = ⌘ �H↵ (12)

�i = �Si � 3H(1 + wi)↵ (13)

✓i = ✓Si + ↵k2. (14)

where S denotes synchronous gauge matter perturba-
tions. Note that ⌘kCAMB = (1 � 3K/k2)k⌘, zCAMB =
ḣ/2k and �CAMB = ↵k.

To evolve the metric perturbations in time in GR,
CAMB calculates ⌘̇ using the time-space perturbed Ein-
stein equation, and then uses the time-time and time-
space equations to obtain an expression for ↵. A new
model for gravity is implemented in CAMB by altering
the methods to calculate ↵ and ḣ.

The CAMB code defines perturbations relative to the
CDM rest frame, ✓Sc = 0, so that CDM peculiar velocities
are purely dependent on ↵, ✓c = ↵k2.

1. Modified growth rate

A minimal approach to modifying the growth history is
to parameterize a deviation from GR by its impact on the
linear CDM growth rate directly. In the epochs in which
the modification is considered, the fiducial form for the
growth rate of the rest frame CDM density perturbations,
which are equal to �Sc in CAMB, is reasonably fit by
modeling the logarithmic growth factor,

fg ⌘ d ln �Sc
d ln a

= ⌦m(a)� , (15)

with � = 0.55 even to horizon scales [ADD CITES] .
[DISCUSS alternative models of gravity and the values

of fg or � they produce, e.g. Amendola et al p88-89
mention some].

To calculate the transfer functions we assume that (8)
and (13) hold and use

�̇Sc = fgH�Sc = � ḣ

2
(16)

to define ḣ, and assume the method to calculate ⌘̇ is the
same as in GR.

Note that the fiducial fit in (15) should not be applied
to conformal Newtonian CDM perturbations on horizon
scales. Using (13) and noting that, at late times, ⌘̇ ⌧ ḣ
and ḣ ⇡ 2k2↵,

�c
�Sc

� 1 ⇡ 3H2f

k2
, (17)

leading to

1

fg

d ln �c
d ln a

� 1 ⇡ �� � (1� �)
X

i

⌦i(a)(1 + 3wi). (18)

For a typical ⇤CDM+GR model, the conformal Newto-
nian growth rate on horizon scales is ⇠ 11% lower, cor-
responding to a larger, horizon scale � ⇠ 0.6.

2. Perturbed Einstein equations

We define two variables, GM and GL, that can be scale
and redshift dependent [? ][CHECK sign conventions]

✓
1� 3K

k2

◆
k2 = �4⇡Ga2�⇢⇥GM (19)

k2(�+  ) = �8⇡Ga2�⇢⇥GL. (20)

where G is the gravitational. GM = 1 and GL = 1
for GR. The four equations (8), (10), (19) and (20)
form a complete set of equations to describe perturba-
tion growth.
[DISCUSS alternative models of gravity and the rel-

evance of the above GM and GL to them e.g. Linder
papers (e.g. Daniel and Linder ones, or others?) will
likely discuss this, perhaps Amendola et al also].
On subhorizon scales, (8) and (10) are combined to give

a second order equation for CDM perturbation growth
[CHECK THIS for XH�̇ and ±k2 ]

�̈c +H�̇c + k2 ⇡ 0 (21)

GM therefore parameterizes the e↵ect of a modification
to Einstein’s equations on the clustering properties of
matter on subhorizon scales. Note on super horizon
scales time derivatives of both � and  , and hence GL

and GM , a↵ect the growth of matter perturbations.
Equation (21) provides an explicit connection between

fg and GM on sub horizon scales

GM ⇡ 2fg
3⌦m

"
1 + fg +

d ln fg
d ln a

+
Ḣ
H2

#
. (22)

Photon geodesics are determined by the sum of the
potentials, � +  . Hence GL describes the alteration
to how an over or under dense region will modify the
propagation of light.
In comparison to the universal adoption of w to de-

scribe the equations of state parameter for dark energy,
there have been a large number of di↵erent, but equiv-
alent notations to describe the modifications to the per-
turbed Einstein equations. In Table I, for convenience,
we summarize a number of the notations in the literature.
In parameterizing our alterations to GR in (19) and

(20) we need to modify the equations for ⌘̇ and ḣ during
the epochs in which the modifications are present. We
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Three distinct cosmological tracers 

•  Clustering of matter 

•  Motion of non-relativistic tracers 

•  Distortion of light 
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Cross correlation yields growth and geometry info 

•  Angular correlation between observables X and Y   

Window function 
ith photo-z bin  
 
Source density &  
cosmic geometry 
 
w(z), H(z)… 

Source function  
 
How sources are correlated 
on scale k=l/χ 
 
Initial conditions and Large 
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Complementary tracers for testing gravity 

 
•  Non-relativistic: Galaxy 

positions  ‘g’& motions ‘θ’	

–  Sensitive to ψ ∼ Gmat  
–  Biased tracer  
–  Can be measured at specific z 

 

•  Relativistic: Weak lensing ‘G’ & 
CMB lensing & ISW 
–  Sensitive to (φ+ψ): Glight  
–  Direct tracer of potential, but 

still plenty of systematics (more 
on this…) 

–  Integrated line of sight info 

 Zhang et al 2007 

Contrasting both (EG ~Cl
gG/Cl

gΘ ) can get at Glight/Gmatter  

 Masamune et al 2010 
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Complementary tracers for testing gravity 

 
•  Non-relativistic: Galaxy 

positions  ‘g’& motions ‘θ’	

–  Sensitive to ψ ∼ Gmat  
–  Biased tracer  
–  Can be measured at specific z 

 

•  Relativistic: Weak lensing ‘G’ & 
CMB lensing & ISW 
–  Sensitive to (φ+ψ): Glight  
–  Direct tracer of potential, but 

still plenty of systematics (more 
on this…) 

–  Integrated line of sight info 

 Zhang et al 2007 

Contrasting both (EG ~Cl
gG/Cl

gΘ ) can get at Glight/Gmatter  

 Masamune et al 2010 

Are	  these	  the	  unrealisCc	  dreams	  of	  a	  theorist?	  
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Complications: Photometric redshifts 

Dahlen et al 1308.5353 

10 Dahlen et al.

Fig. 4.— The mean biasz in the photometric redshift determinations for the H-selected catalog. Results are shown for all individual codes,
as well as the median of all codes and the median of the five codes with the smallest scatter. Error bars represent the error in the mean.

with the ACS z-band selected catalog (Table 3), we find
that the scatter is similar for each code. This is not unex-
pected since most of the photometry in the two cases are
based on the same images, only the NIR bands di!er. In
more detail, the scatter for 9 of the 11 codes and the out-
lier fraction for 7 of the 11 codes are lower in the H-band
selected catalog compared to the z-band selected. This
slight improvement is consistent with the expected better
performance for a NIR selected catalog combined with the
extra depth and number of bands when replacing ISAAC
J and H by WFC3 F098M/F105W, F125W and F160W.
The biasz shows similar trends in the two catalogs, with

deviations that are statistically inconsistent with being
zero, but the absolute values are small compared to the
scatter, !O.
Since the CANDELS survey is foremost an infrared sur-

vey for which planned catalogs are to be selected in the
WFC3 infrared bands, we will concentrate our investiga-
tion on the H-band selected galaxy sample.

4.2. Photometric redshift accuracy as a function of
magnitude

It is important to note that the photometric redshift
accuracy reported for any survey may not be representa-
tive of the actual sample of galaxies for which photometric
redshifts are derived. The reason being that the scatter is
calculated using a subsample of galaxies with spectroscopic
redshifts that in most cases are significantly brighter, and
in many cases at lower redshift, compared to the full galaxy
sample. Since fainter galaxies have larger photometric er-
rors and may be detected in fewer bands, we expect that
the errors on the photometric redshifts increase for these
objects (e.g., Hildebrandt et al. 2008). As an example
of the magnitude and redshift dependence on the photo-
metric redshifts, Ilbert et al. (2009) report for the COS-
MOS survey !NMAD=0.007 and OLF=0.7% for a sample
of galaxies at redshift z < 1.5 brighter than i+AB =22.5.
At fainter magnitudes and higher redshift, they report
!NMAD=0.054 and OLF=20% for galaxies with redshift
1.5 < z < 3 brighter than i+AB !25, illustrating the signif-

icance of this e!ect.
To quantify the magnitude dependence of the photo-

metric redshifts, we divide the spectroscopic sample from
the H-band selected catalog into two magnitude bins with
equal number of objects, one brighter and one fainter than
m(H)=22.3. We find that the scatter in the median photo-
metric redshift increases from !O=0.027 to !O=0.034 and
the outlier fraction decreases from 3.1% to 2.7% when go-
ing from the bright to the faint subsample. The di!erence
is small, reflecting the relative brightness of both subsam-
ples. As a comparison, we find the that faint spectroscopic
subsample has a medianm(H)=23.2, significantly brighter
than the median magnitude of the full sample, which is
m(H)=25.7.
To visualize the behavior of photometric redshifts down

to faint magnitudes, we plot in Figure 5 the scatter be-
tween the eleven individual codes and the median of all
codes. Each panel shows about !6000 objects with signal-
to-noise >10. We do not know how well the median repre-
sents the true redshifts at these magnitudes, but the plot
illustrates that there are some substantial biases in a num-
ber of codes. For example, codes 2A, 5D, and 8F have a
fairly prominent population at higher redshift compared
to the median. Potentially due to the aliasing between
the Lyman and the 4000Å breaks these codes more often
chose the higher redshift solution compared to the median.
Again, we note that the median we compare to is not nec-
essarily the most correct solution.
To check the magnitude dependence for the full galaxy

sample in some more detail, we plot in Figure 6, the com-
parison between the five codes with the lowest scatter (3B,
6E, 7C, 11H, and 13C) and the median of all codes in
three magnitude bins, m(H) <24, 24< m(H) <26, and
26< m(H) <28. It is clear from the figure that the scatter
increases at fainter magnitudes (note that we plot the same
number of objects, !3000, in each panel). To quantify the
magnitude dependence, we calculate the mean scatter be-
tween the individual codes and the median in the three
magnitude bins and find !O=0.040, 0.048, and 0.055, re-
spectively. For the fraction of outliers, we find for the three
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Fig. 14.— An example of the photometric redshift probability distributions for one galaxy with spectroscopic redshift z=0.734. Blue lines
show five individual codes (code 3B, 6E ,7C ,11H, and 13C) without correcting distributions so that they match the 68.3% confidence interval
criterion. Red lines show the distributions after corrections. Finally, the black line shows the sum of the individual distributions.

In this example of the hierarchical Bayesian method,
we have used a simple assumption for U(z), i.e., that we
have no information if the measured Pm(z)i is wrong.
Furthermore, we have allowed fbad in the whole range
fbad=[0.0,1.0]. Alternatively, we can assume that there
is at least some minimum probability that the actual mea-
surement are correct and let the bad fraction vary in the
range fbad=[0.0,x]. Repeating our analysis after varying
x does not change results significantly, however, there is
a slight decrease in the outlier fraction and full rms when
setting 0.3 < x < 0.5, i.e., assuming that the measured
P(z)i are correct at least 50-70% of the times. Setting
x=0.0, equivalent to assuming that all measured P(z)i are
always correct, does, however, result in a significant in-
crease in the outlier fraction (from 3.4% to 4.9%) and full
rms (!F=0.10 to !F=0.36).
The example above illustrates that the hierarchical

Bayesian approach does indeed provide means for improv-
ing results. It is possible to assume a more advanced guess
for the shape of U(z). For example, if the measurement
is bad, one could use a redshift probability following the
volume element redshift dependence. Using this assump-
tion, we find that the outlier fraction slightly decreases
(from 3.4% to 3.1%), while the full rms show a marginal
increase ( !F=0.10 to !F=0.11) and (after excluding out-
liers) the rms, !O, remains unchanged. Since we do not
expect the spectroscopic control sample to follow the dis-
tribution of the volume element, we do not expect this
example necessarily reflects the true expected e!ect of the
volume element assumption.
A further refinement of the model would be to assume

that the redshift distribution of a bad measurement fol-
lows the expectations of an assumed luminosity function

combined with a magnitude limit appropriate for this par-
ticular survey. In addition, it should be possible to let
the expected distribution be dependent on, e.g., apparent
magnitude or color.
Instead of using a generic form for U(z), another pos-

sibility is to dilate the given P(z) and use this for U(z).
In this case we assume that the errors are underestimated
if the measurement is bad, rather than having no infor-
mation. There are many possibilities when applying the
hierarchical Bayesian method as discussed in Lang & Hogg
(2012).

6. comparison to earlier work

Over the years, there has been a number of investiga-
tions comparing results from di!erent codes in order to
assess the accuracy of and the consistency between dif-
ferent photometric redshift codes. This includes Hogg et
al. (1998), Abdalla et al. (2008), and Hildebrandt et al.
(2008, 2010). The most comprehensive previous investiga-
tion of photometric redshift methods conducted in a simi-
lar way to what presented here is described in Hildebrandt
et al (2010). In that investigation, the result of twelve
di!erent runs, representing eleven codes, are presented.
Of these codes, three are common to this investigation
(EAZY, LePhare, and HyperZ). Photometric redshifts are
calculated using an R-filter selected 18-band photometry
catalog covering the GOODS-North field. The wavelength
range covered is the same as here, i.e., U-band to the IRAC
8.0µm channel. The spectroscopic sample includes !2000
objects, of which one quarter was provided as a training
sample. The overall scatter after excluding outliers lies
in the range !O=0.04-0.08, with a median of the twelve
runs of !O=0.059. This is slightly higher than the median

CANDELS photo-z investigation 9

Fig. 2.— Comparison between photometric and spectroscopic redshifts for a sample of 589 WFC3 H-band selected galaxies with highest
quality spectra. Figure shows codes as listed in Table 1. Bottom right panel shows the result after taking the median of the five codes with
the lowest scatter.

Fig. 3.— The rms after excluding outliers (!O) and outlier fractions for the di!erent codes. The five codes with the lowest combination of
scatter and outlier fractions are plotted in red. Black star symbols show the median of all codes, while the red stars show the median of the
five codes with the smallest scatter.

Photo-z codes recover different p(z) for the same 
spectroscopic training set, both dispersed and 
biased relative to the true spectroscopic z. 
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Complications: Additional lensed galaxies 

•  Faint magnified galaxies also 
contribute as sources 

•  Number depends on slope of 
luminosity function 

•  Galaxy correlations must factor this in 
Wolf	  et	  al	  2003	  

B. Joachimi and S. L. Bridle: Simultaneous measurement of cosmic shear and galaxy number density correlations

Table C.1. Fit parameters for the slope of the luminosity func-
tion as a function of limiting magnitude rlim and redshift, see
(C.2) and (C.3).

j b1 j b2 j b3 j
1 0.44827 0 0
2 -1 +1 +1
3 0.05617 0.19658 0.18107
4 0.07704 3.31359 3.05213
5 -11.3768 -2.5028 -2.5027

tion at the magnitude limit of the galaxy number density samples
under consideration. We base our modelling on Blake & Bridle
(2005) who have determined galaxy redshift distributions for a
given magnitude limit, using COMBO-17 luminosity functions
for the SDSS r filter (Wolf et al. 2003).

They fitted these distributions with functions of the form (29)
with ! = 1.5, using two free parameters, the redshift scaling z̄
and the normalisation given by the galaxy surface density !0.
We set !0 and z̄ as a function of survey depth making use of
Table 1 of Blake & Bridle (2005) and fit a power law to each
quantity as a function of the limiting magnitude rlim,

!0 = !0, c

!rlim
24

""!

(C.1)

z̄ = z̄c + z̄m (rlim ! 24)

where we find good fits using !0, c = 9.83, "! = 19, z̄c = 0.39
and z̄m = 0.055. This allows us to extrapolate beyond the range
of their Table, which stops at rlim = 24.

Note that our definition of # is not the same as the exponent
of the Schechter function (sometimes also denoted #, see e.g.
Wolf et al. 2003, eq. 4). Our # is the negative of the slope of the
cumulative luminosity function. Therefore for comparison to the
Schechter function, in the faint galaxy (power-law) regime, one
must take the negative of our alpha and subtract unity. Note that
our use of the cumulative luminosity function is consistent with
the literature on lensing magnification (e.g. Schmidt et al. 2009).
Our typical # values of around 0.5 are also therefore consistent
with the luminosity function literature (e.g. Liu et al. 2008 find
Schechter function exponent values between !1 and !2 depend-
ing on the spectral type from COSMOS).

We are interested in the slope of the luminosity function
#(z, rlim) at the cosmic shear survey magnitude limit. This slope
is a function of redshift and magnitude limit. From (29) and
(C.1) we have the number of galaxies as a function of redshift
and magnitude limit. We convert each magnitude limit into a flux
limit S and set the number of galaxies above the flux limit equal
to S !# (see also Appendix A). The resulting curves for #(z, rlim)
are shown in Fig. C.1, upper panel.

For convenience, and to extrapolate the slope #(z, rlim) to val-
ues z > 1, we now provide a fitting formula . First we expand the
slope using a polynomial in redshift, with coe"cients that de-
pend on the limiting magnitude. Then we find an approximate
equation for these coe"cients as a function of limiting magni-
tude. This results in equations for the slope as a function of red-
shift and magnitude limit in terms of 15 numbers given in Table
C.1.

We fit the slope of the luminosity function as a function of
redshift with a second-order polynomial

#(z, rlim) = a1(rlim) + a2(rlim) z + a3(rlim) z2 . (C.2)

Fig.C.2. Percentage deviation of the simplified fit as defined in
(C.2) and (C.3) from the original fits described by (C.1) and
shown in the upper panel of Fig. C.1. The contour levels cor-
respond to the percentages given on the curves. Negative devi-
ations are indicated by dashed contours. Note that across most
of the parameter plane the modulus of the deviation is less than
1%.

The polynomial coe"cients ai are functions of the limiting mag-
nitude, and are shown in Fig. C.1, lower panel. We find that these
coe"cients are in turn well fit by a function of the form

ai(rlim) = bi 1 + bi 2 (bi 3 rlim ! bi 4)bi 5 , (C.3)

with parameters bi j given in Table C.1. We chose not to use bi 2
as a free parameter for the fit, but set it as bi 2 = ±1, to determine
the sign of the term in parentheses. By means of (C.2) and (C.3)
we have condensed the dependence of # on redshift and rlim into
the 15 parameters summarised in Table C.1.

In Fig. C.2 we plot the relative accuracy of this set of fit for-
mulae with respect to #(z, rlim) as given in Fig. C.1, lower panel.
Over the dominant part of the considered parameter space the
fit formulae provide an excellent approximation, which deviates
less than 1% from the original fits (C.1). Thus one can expect
that within the framework of this approach (C.2) and (C.3) ex-
trapolate #(z, rlim) reasonably well to z > 1. Significantly larger
deviations can only be found for the brightest limiting magni-
tudes at redshifts z ! 0.1, a region of the parameter plane which
is irrelevant for a competitive cosmological survey.

We have used and extrapolated the COMBO17 luminosity
functions despite the incompleteness beyondR = 23 and relative
unreliability in the redshift range 1.2 < z < 2 due to the lack of
spectral features in the observing bands used. This could be im-
proved by using deeper data which have infra-red observations,
for example COSMOS ground and space data and CFHTLS-
Wide. We emphasise that this is simply used for our choice of
fiducial model, and within the modelling it is assumed that the
luminosity function slopes are an unknown function of redshift
and are marginalised over. We do not expect the choice of fidu-
cial model to have a large e#ect on our analysis. Note that the
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with ! = 1.5, using two free parameters, the redshift scaling z̄
and the normalisation given by the galaxy surface density !0.
We set !0 and z̄ as a function of survey depth making use of
Table 1 of Blake & Bridle (2005) and fit a power law to each
quantity as a function of the limiting magnitude rlim,

!0 = !0, c

!rlim
24

""!

(C.1)

z̄ = z̄c + z̄m (rlim ! 24)

where we find good fits using !0, c = 9.83, "! = 19, z̄c = 0.39
and z̄m = 0.055. This allows us to extrapolate beyond the range
of their Table, which stops at rlim = 24.

Note that our definition of # is not the same as the exponent
of the Schechter function (sometimes also denoted #, see e.g.
Wolf et al. 2003, eq. 4). Our # is the negative of the slope of the
cumulative luminosity function. Therefore for comparison to the
Schechter function, in the faint galaxy (power-law) regime, one
must take the negative of our alpha and subtract unity. Note that
our use of the cumulative luminosity function is consistent with
the literature on lensing magnification (e.g. Schmidt et al. 2009).
Our typical # values of around 0.5 are also therefore consistent
with the luminosity function literature (e.g. Liu et al. 2008 find
Schechter function exponent values between !1 and !2 depend-
ing on the spectral type from COSMOS).

We are interested in the slope of the luminosity function
#(z, rlim) at the cosmic shear survey magnitude limit. This slope
is a function of redshift and magnitude limit. From (29) and
(C.1) we have the number of galaxies as a function of redshift
and magnitude limit. We convert each magnitude limit into a flux
limit S and set the number of galaxies above the flux limit equal
to S !# (see also Appendix A). The resulting curves for #(z, rlim)
are shown in Fig. C.1, upper panel.

For convenience, and to extrapolate the slope #(z, rlim) to val-
ues z > 1, we now provide a fitting formula . First we expand the
slope using a polynomial in redshift, with coe"cients that de-
pend on the limiting magnitude. Then we find an approximate
equation for these coe"cients as a function of limiting magni-
tude. This results in equations for the slope as a function of red-
shift and magnitude limit in terms of 15 numbers given in Table
C.1.

We fit the slope of the luminosity function as a function of
redshift with a second-order polynomial

#(z, rlim) = a1(rlim) + a2(rlim) z + a3(rlim) z2 . (C.2)

Fig.C.2. Percentage deviation of the simplified fit as defined in
(C.2) and (C.3) from the original fits described by (C.1) and
shown in the upper panel of Fig. C.1. The contour levels cor-
respond to the percentages given on the curves. Negative devi-
ations are indicated by dashed contours. Note that across most
of the parameter plane the modulus of the deviation is less than
1%.

The polynomial coe"cients ai are functions of the limiting mag-
nitude, and are shown in Fig. C.1, lower panel. We find that these
coe"cients are in turn well fit by a function of the form

ai(rlim) = bi 1 + bi 2 (bi 3 rlim ! bi 4)bi 5 , (C.3)

with parameters bi j given in Table C.1. We chose not to use bi 2
as a free parameter for the fit, but set it as bi 2 = ±1, to determine
the sign of the term in parentheses. By means of (C.2) and (C.3)
we have condensed the dependence of # on redshift and rlim into
the 15 parameters summarised in Table C.1.

In Fig. C.2 we plot the relative accuracy of this set of fit for-
mulae with respect to #(z, rlim) as given in Fig. C.1, lower panel.
Over the dominant part of the considered parameter space the
fit formulae provide an excellent approximation, which deviates
less than 1% from the original fits (C.1). Thus one can expect
that within the framework of this approach (C.2) and (C.3) ex-
trapolate #(z, rlim) reasonably well to z > 1. Significantly larger
deviations can only be found for the brightest limiting magni-
tudes at redshifts z ! 0.1, a region of the parameter plane which
is irrelevant for a competitive cosmological survey.

We have used and extrapolated the COMBO17 luminosity
functions despite the incompleteness beyondR = 23 and relative
unreliability in the redshift range 1.2 < z < 2 due to the lack of
spectral features in the observing bands used. This could be im-
proved by using deeper data which have infra-red observations,
for example COSMOS ground and space data and CFHTLS-
Wide. We emphasise that this is simply used for our choice of
fiducial model, and within the modelling it is assumed that the
luminosity function slopes are an unknown function of redshift
and are marginalised over. We do not expect the choice of fidu-
cial model to have a large e#ect on our analysis. Note that the
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2000; Lee & Pen 2000; Catelan et al. 2001; Crittenden et al.
2001; Jing 2002; Mackey et al. 2002; Hirata & Seljak 2004;
Bridle & Abdalla 2007; Schneider & Bridle 2010), as well as
the alignment of the spin or the shape of a galaxy with its own
dark matter halo (e.g. Pen et al. 2000; van den Bosch et al. 2002;
Okumura et al. 2009; Okumura & Jing 2009; Brainerd et al.
2009; see also Schäfer 2009). Intrinsic alignments have
also been investigated observationally, where non-vanishing
II and GI signals have been detected in several surveys
(Brown et al. 2002; Heymans et al. 2004; Mandelbaum et al.
2006; Hirata et al. 2007; Brainerd et al. 2009).

The results of both theoretical studies and observations show
large variations, but most are consistent with a contamination of
the order 10% by both II and GI correlations for future surveys
that further divide the galaxy sample into redshift slices (cosmic
shear tomography). Hence, the control of intrinsic alignments in
cosmic shear studies is crucial to obtain unbiased results on cos-
mological parameters. Accurate models would solve the prob-
lem, but progress is hampered due to the dependence of intrin-
sic alignments on the intricacies of galaxy formation and evolu-
tion within their dark matter environment. Currently, the level of
models is crude, and partly only motivated phenomenologically
(see e.g. Schneider & Bridle 2010 for recent progress).

The II contamination can be controlled relatively eas-
ily by excluding close pairs of galaxies from the analy-
sis (King & Schneider 2002, 2003; Heymans & Heavens 2003;
Takada & White 2004). Joachimi & Schneider (2008, 2009) in-
troduced a nulling technique which transforms the cosmic shear
data vector and discards all entries of the transformed data set
that are potentially contaminated by the GI signal. While this
approach only relies on the well-known redshift dependence
of gravitational lensing, King (2005) projects out the GI term
by making use of template functions. Furthermore the work
by Mandelbaum et al. (2006) and Hirata et al. (2007) suggests
that the intrinsic alignment may be dominated by luminous red
galaxies which could be eliminated from the cosmic shear cat-
alogues. All these removal techniques require excellent redshift
information, and still they can cause a significant reduction in
the constraints on cosmology.

Deep imaging surveys not only provide information about
the shape of galaxies, but allow in addition for a measurement of
galaxy number densities, as well as cross-correlations between
shape and number density information. This substantial exten-
sion of the set of observables increases the cosmological infor-
mation to be extracted and, more importantly, enables one to in-
ternally calibrate systematic e!ects (Hu & Jain 2004; Bernstein
2009). By adding galaxy number density information one adds
signals that are capable of pinning down the functional form of
intrinsic alignments, but one also introduces as another system-
atic, the galaxy bias, which quantifies the lack of knowledge
about how galaxies, i.e. the visible baryonic matter, follow the
underlying dark matter distribution.

It is the scope of this work to elucidate the perfor-
mance of a joint analysis of galaxy shape and number den-
sity information as regards the ability to constrain cosmo-
logical parameter in presence of general and flexible mod-
els of intrinsic alignments and galaxy bias. In doing so we
incorporate several cosmological signals which have been
considered before as promising probes of cosmology them-
selves, including galaxy clustering from photometric red-
shift surveys (Blake & Bridle 2005; Dolney et al. 2006; Zhan
2006; Blake et al. 2007; Padmanabhan et al. 2007) galaxy-
galaxy lensing (e.g. Schneider & Rix 1997; Guzik & Seljak
2001, 2002; Seljak 2002; Seljak et al. 2005; Yoo et al. 2006;

Johnston et al. 2007; Cacciato et al. 2009) and lensing mag-
nification (Broadhurst et al. 1995; Zhang & Pen 2005, 2006;
van Waerbeke 2010). We follow the ansatz outlined in Bernstein
(2009) and extend the investigation by Bridle & King (2007)
who considered the residual information content in galaxy shape
correlations after marginalising over the parameters of two log-
linear grid models representing the II and GI terms. We quantify
the cross-calibration properties of the joint set of observables
and determine the requirements on cosmological surveys to e"-
ciently apply this joint approach.

This paper is organised as follows: In Sect. 2 we give an
overview on the two-point correlations that form part of the
galaxy shape and number density observables, and we derive
their explicit form. Two appendices provide further details.
Section 3 demonstrates how we model the di!erent signals and
their dependence on cosmology. We introduce a general grid
parametrisation for the intrinsic alignments and the galaxy bias.
Furthermore we summarise our Fisher matrix formalism and the
figures of merit we employ. In Sect. 4 we present our results on
the dependence of the parameter constraints on the freedom in
the model of intrinsic alignments and galaxy bias, the character-
istics of the redshift distributions, and the priors on the di!erent
sets of nuisance parameters. Finally, in Sect. 5 we summarise our
findings and conclude.

2. Two-point correlations from cosmological
surveys

Cosmological imaging surveys observe the angular positions and
the projected shapes of huge numbers of galaxies over increas-
ingly large areas on the sky. In addition, by means of multi-
colour photometry, it is possible to perform a tomographic anal-
ysis, i.e. obtain coarse information about the line-of-sight dimen-
sion in terms of photometric redshifts (photo-z). From the galaxy
shapes in a given region of space, one can infer the ellipticity

!(i)(!) = "(i)G (!) + "
(i)
I (!) + !

(i)
rnd(!) , (1)

where the superscript in parentheses assigns a photo-z bin i.
The observed ellipticity ! has contributions from the gravita-
tional shear "G and an intrinsic shear "I, which is caused by
the alignment of a galaxy in its surrounding gravitational field.
Moreover, ! is assumed to have an uncorrelated component !rnd,
which accounts for the purely random part of the intrinsic orien-
tations and shapes of galaxies. Note that (1) is only valid if the
gravitational shear is weak, see e.g. Seitz & Schneider (1997);
Bartelmann & Schneider (2001) and for certain definitions of el-
lipticity.

Likewise, the positions of galaxies can be used to construct
an estimate of the number density contrast

n(i)(!) = n(i)m (!) + n(i)g (!) + n(i)rnd(!) , (2)

which is determined by the intrinsic number density contrast
of galaxies ng and the alteration of galaxy counts due to lens-
ing magnification nm. An uncorrelated shot noise contribution is
added via nrnd. In contrast to !(i)(!) the number density contrast
n(i)(!) can obviously not be estimated from individual galaxies.
One can understand n(i)(!) as the ensemble average over a hypo-
thetical, Poisson-distributed random field of which the observed
galaxy distribution is one particular representation. The formal
relation between the projected number density contrast as used
in (2) and the three-dimensional galaxy number density fluctua-
tions will be provided below, see (12).
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Analogously to the lensing case, one can define a conver-
gence of the intrinsic shear field !(i)I (!), which is directly related
to the intrinsic shear via !̃I(") = "̃I(") e!2i#$ . This intrinsic con-
vergence is a projection of the three-dimensional intrinsic shear
field !̄I, which can be written as

!
(i)
I (!) =

! %hor

0
d% p(i)(%) !̄I ( fK(%)!, %) , (11)

see e.g. Hirata & Seljak (2004) for the analogous expression
in terms of intrinsic shear. Here we have assumed that the in-
trinsic shear field is – like the gravitational shear field – curl-
free to good approximation. This holds for instance for the lin-
ear alignment model developed in Hirata & Seljak (2004). Then
!̄I corresponds to the Fourier transform of "̄IE(k) as defined in
Schneider & Bridle (2010).

Likewise, angular galaxy number density fluctuations n(i)g (!)
are given by the line-of-sight projection of three-dimensional
number density fluctuations &g as (e.g. Hu & Jain 2004)

n(i)g (!) =
! %hor

0
d% p(i)(%) &g ( fK(%)!, %) . (12)

It is important to note that p(i)(%) is the same as in (10) and (11),
i.e. the number counts are restricted to those galaxies with shape
measurements, which require a higher signal-to-noise than the
position determination. In principle, number density informa-
tion could be obtained for a larger number of galaxies, in par-
ticular fainter ones. But, to determine the contribution to num-
ber density correlations by magnification, it is necessary to mea-
sure the slope of the luminosity function '(i) at the faint end of
the used galaxy distribution. We will detail the exact definition
and the determination of '(i) in Sect. 3.2. Since it is desirable
to extract the values of the '(i) internally from the survey, one
needs to be able to measure fluxes down to values slightly below
the magnitude limit of the galaxies included in p(i)(%). Moreover
galaxy number density measurements may require photometric
redshifts which are of the same or better quality than for cos-
mic shear studies, limiting the number of faint usable galaxies.
Hence, we argue that the choice of identical distance probabil-
ity distributions for both shape and number density signals is a
fair assumption. We add the warning that one may have to ac-
count for selection biases, for instance if one investigates cos-
mic shear and magnification e!ects with the same galaxy sample
(e.g. Schmidt et al. 2009; Krause & Hirata 2009).

We write the contribution of magnification e!ects to the
number density measurement as

n(i)m (!) = 2 ('(i) ! 1)
! %hor

0
d% q(i)(%) & ( fK(%)!, %) (13)

= 2 ('(i) ! 1) !(i)G (!) .

As several assumptions enter this equation, in particular con-
cerning the treatment of the slope '(i), we provide a detailed
derivation of (13) in Appendix A. Comparing the projection
equations (9), (11), (12), and (13) to the general form (7), one
can derive all possible cross- and auto-power spectra in the form
of the general Limber equation (8). For completeness we have
given these Limber equations in Appendix B.

Good models of the three-dimensional source power spec-
tra in the Limber equations (see also the right hand column of
Table 1) are unknown except for the non-linear theory matter
power spectrum P&&. The distribution of galaxies is expected to
follow the distribution of dark matter, so that the galaxy cluster-
ing power spectra should be related to P&&. However, to date it

Table 1. Overview on the two-point correlations considered in
this work.

measured correlation 2D PS 3D PS
shear CGG P&&
intrinsic-shear CIG P&I
intrinsic CII PII
galaxy clustering Cgg Pgg
clustering-magnification Cgm Pg&
magnification Cmm P&&
clustering-shear CgG Pg&
clustering-intrinsic CgI PgI
magnification-shear CmG P&&
magnification-intrinsic CmI P&I
galaxy ellipticity (observable) C((
galaxy number density (observable) Cnn
number density-ellipticity (observable) Cn(

Notes. Listed are the symbols used for the two-dimensional projected
power spectra and the underlying three-dimensional power spectra.

is unknown how much the galaxy clustering deviates from dark
matter clustering, in particular on small scales. This is usually
expressed in terms of the galaxy bias bg, which is a function
of both angular scale k and redshift or line-of-sight distance %.
Hence, one can write

Pgg(k, %) = b2g(k, %) P&&(k, %) (14)
Pg&(k, %) = bg(k, %) rg(k, %) P&&(k, %) ,

where to describe the cross-correlation between matter and
galaxy clustering, we introduced a correlation coe"cient rg in
the second equality.

The intrinsic alignment power spectra depend on the intrica-
cies of galaxy formation and evolution within their dark matter
environment. Again, precise models of the intrinsic alignment
have to rely on baryonic physics and are currently not avail-
able. For symmetry reasons we parametrise our lack of knowl-
edge about the intrinsic alignment power spectra similarly to the
galaxy bias as

PII(k, %) = b2I (k, %) P&&(k, %) (15)
P&I(k, %) = bI(k, %) rI(k, %) P&&(k, %)

with the intrinsic alignment bias bI and correlation coe"cient rI
(following Bernstein 2009). Although the power spectrum PgI
could in principle contain a third, independent correlation coef-
ficient, we assume that it is su"cient to write

PgI(k, %) = bI(k, %) rI(k, %) bg(k, %) rg(k, %) P&&(k, %) , (16)

i.e. we hypothesise that correlations between intrinsic number
density fluctuations and intrinsic alignments can entirely be
traced back to the e!ects of the intrinsic alignment bias and the
galaxy bias. This is a strong assumption since instead of intro-
ducing a fifth completely unconstrained bias term, (16) estab-
lishes a link between the galaxy bias and intrinsic alignment bi-
ases.

Our equation (16) is e!ectively included within the last term
in curly brackets of Bernstein (2009), eq. (19), and we have ef-
fectively set sg! = 0 in Bernstein (2009), eq. (35). Bernstein
(2009) fixes his sg! to be a single unknown scalar across the sur-
vey, stating that we expect this type of cross-correlation to have
a minimal e!ect on cosmological constraints. It would be inter-
esting to check this by comparing results in which sg! is allowed
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Table C.1. Fit parameters for the slope of the luminosity func-
tion as a function of limiting magnitude rlim and redshift, see
(C.2) and (C.3).

j b1 j b2 j b3 j
1 0.44827 0 0
2 -1 +1 +1
3 0.05617 0.19658 0.18107
4 0.07704 3.31359 3.05213
5 -11.3768 -2.5028 -2.5027

tion at the magnitude limit of the galaxy number density samples
under consideration. We base our modelling on Blake & Bridle
(2005) who have determined galaxy redshift distributions for a
given magnitude limit, using COMBO-17 luminosity functions
for the SDSS r filter (Wolf et al. 2003).

They fitted these distributions with functions of the form (29)
with ! = 1.5, using two free parameters, the redshift scaling z̄
and the normalisation given by the galaxy surface density !0.
We set !0 and z̄ as a function of survey depth making use of
Table 1 of Blake & Bridle (2005) and fit a power law to each
quantity as a function of the limiting magnitude rlim,

!0 = !0, c

!rlim
24

""!

(C.1)

z̄ = z̄c + z̄m (rlim ! 24)

where we find good fits using !0, c = 9.83, "! = 19, z̄c = 0.39
and z̄m = 0.055. This allows us to extrapolate beyond the range
of their Table, which stops at rlim = 24.

Note that our definition of # is not the same as the exponent
of the Schechter function (sometimes also denoted #, see e.g.
Wolf et al. 2003, eq. 4). Our # is the negative of the slope of the
cumulative luminosity function. Therefore for comparison to the
Schechter function, in the faint galaxy (power-law) regime, one
must take the negative of our alpha and subtract unity. Note that
our use of the cumulative luminosity function is consistent with
the literature on lensing magnification (e.g. Schmidt et al. 2009).
Our typical # values of around 0.5 are also therefore consistent
with the luminosity function literature (e.g. Liu et al. 2008 find
Schechter function exponent values between !1 and !2 depend-
ing on the spectral type from COSMOS).

We are interested in the slope of the luminosity function
#(z, rlim) at the cosmic shear survey magnitude limit. This slope
is a function of redshift and magnitude limit. From (29) and
(C.1) we have the number of galaxies as a function of redshift
and magnitude limit. We convert each magnitude limit into a flux
limit S and set the number of galaxies above the flux limit equal
to S !# (see also Appendix A). The resulting curves for #(z, rlim)
are shown in Fig. C.1, upper panel.

For convenience, and to extrapolate the slope #(z, rlim) to val-
ues z > 1, we now provide a fitting formula . First we expand the
slope using a polynomial in redshift, with coe"cients that de-
pend on the limiting magnitude. Then we find an approximate
equation for these coe"cients as a function of limiting magni-
tude. This results in equations for the slope as a function of red-
shift and magnitude limit in terms of 15 numbers given in Table
C.1.

We fit the slope of the luminosity function as a function of
redshift with a second-order polynomial

#(z, rlim) = a1(rlim) + a2(rlim) z + a3(rlim) z2 . (C.2)

Fig.C.2. Percentage deviation of the simplified fit as defined in
(C.2) and (C.3) from the original fits described by (C.1) and
shown in the upper panel of Fig. C.1. The contour levels cor-
respond to the percentages given on the curves. Negative devi-
ations are indicated by dashed contours. Note that across most
of the parameter plane the modulus of the deviation is less than
1%.

The polynomial coe"cients ai are functions of the limiting mag-
nitude, and are shown in Fig. C.1, lower panel. We find that these
coe"cients are in turn well fit by a function of the form

ai(rlim) = bi 1 + bi 2 (bi 3 rlim ! bi 4)bi 5 , (C.3)

with parameters bi j given in Table C.1. We chose not to use bi 2
as a free parameter for the fit, but set it as bi 2 = ±1, to determine
the sign of the term in parentheses. By means of (C.2) and (C.3)
we have condensed the dependence of # on redshift and rlim into
the 15 parameters summarised in Table C.1.

In Fig. C.2 we plot the relative accuracy of this set of fit for-
mulae with respect to #(z, rlim) as given in Fig. C.1, lower panel.
Over the dominant part of the considered parameter space the
fit formulae provide an excellent approximation, which deviates
less than 1% from the original fits (C.1). Thus one can expect
that within the framework of this approach (C.2) and (C.3) ex-
trapolate #(z, rlim) reasonably well to z > 1. Significantly larger
deviations can only be found for the brightest limiting magni-
tudes at redshifts z ! 0.1, a region of the parameter plane which
is irrelevant for a competitive cosmological survey.

We have used and extrapolated the COMBO17 luminosity
functions despite the incompleteness beyondR = 23 and relative
unreliability in the redshift range 1.2 < z < 2 due to the lack of
spectral features in the observing bands used. This could be im-
proved by using deeper data which have infra-red observations,
for example COSMOS ground and space data and CFHTLS-
Wide. We emphasise that this is simply used for our choice of
fiducial model, and within the modelling it is assumed that the
luminosity function slopes are an unknown function of redshift
and are marginalised over. We do not expect the choice of fidu-
cial model to have a large e#ect on our analysis. Note that the
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Cninj = Cgigj + Cgimj + Cmigj + Cmimj
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Complications: Intrinsic alignments 

•  Galaxy Intrinsic shapes are aligned in their host halo 

•  Observed shape correlations include both lensed and intrinsic 
distortions 

•  The amplitude of intrinsic alignments is a function galaxy type, 
luminosity and redshift 

B. Joachimi and S. L. Bridle: Simultaneous measurement of cosmic shear and galaxy number density correlations

2000; Lee & Pen 2000; Catelan et al. 2001; Crittenden et al.
2001; Jing 2002; Mackey et al. 2002; Hirata & Seljak 2004;
Bridle & Abdalla 2007; Schneider & Bridle 2010), as well as
the alignment of the spin or the shape of a galaxy with its own
dark matter halo (e.g. Pen et al. 2000; van den Bosch et al. 2002;
Okumura et al. 2009; Okumura & Jing 2009; Brainerd et al.
2009; see also Schäfer 2009). Intrinsic alignments have
also been investigated observationally, where non-vanishing
II and GI signals have been detected in several surveys
(Brown et al. 2002; Heymans et al. 2004; Mandelbaum et al.
2006; Hirata et al. 2007; Brainerd et al. 2009).

The results of both theoretical studies and observations show
large variations, but most are consistent with a contamination of
the order 10% by both II and GI correlations for future surveys
that further divide the galaxy sample into redshift slices (cosmic
shear tomography). Hence, the control of intrinsic alignments in
cosmic shear studies is crucial to obtain unbiased results on cos-
mological parameters. Accurate models would solve the prob-
lem, but progress is hampered due to the dependence of intrin-
sic alignments on the intricacies of galaxy formation and evolu-
tion within their dark matter environment. Currently, the level of
models is crude, and partly only motivated phenomenologically
(see e.g. Schneider & Bridle 2010 for recent progress).

The II contamination can be controlled relatively eas-
ily by excluding close pairs of galaxies from the analy-
sis (King & Schneider 2002, 2003; Heymans & Heavens 2003;
Takada & White 2004). Joachimi & Schneider (2008, 2009) in-
troduced a nulling technique which transforms the cosmic shear
data vector and discards all entries of the transformed data set
that are potentially contaminated by the GI signal. While this
approach only relies on the well-known redshift dependence
of gravitational lensing, King (2005) projects out the GI term
by making use of template functions. Furthermore the work
by Mandelbaum et al. (2006) and Hirata et al. (2007) suggests
that the intrinsic alignment may be dominated by luminous red
galaxies which could be eliminated from the cosmic shear cat-
alogues. All these removal techniques require excellent redshift
information, and still they can cause a significant reduction in
the constraints on cosmology.

Deep imaging surveys not only provide information about
the shape of galaxies, but allow in addition for a measurement of
galaxy number densities, as well as cross-correlations between
shape and number density information. This substantial exten-
sion of the set of observables increases the cosmological infor-
mation to be extracted and, more importantly, enables one to in-
ternally calibrate systematic e!ects (Hu & Jain 2004; Bernstein
2009). By adding galaxy number density information one adds
signals that are capable of pinning down the functional form of
intrinsic alignments, but one also introduces as another system-
atic, the galaxy bias, which quantifies the lack of knowledge
about how galaxies, i.e. the visible baryonic matter, follow the
underlying dark matter distribution.

It is the scope of this work to elucidate the perfor-
mance of a joint analysis of galaxy shape and number den-
sity information as regards the ability to constrain cosmo-
logical parameter in presence of general and flexible mod-
els of intrinsic alignments and galaxy bias. In doing so we
incorporate several cosmological signals which have been
considered before as promising probes of cosmology them-
selves, including galaxy clustering from photometric red-
shift surveys (Blake & Bridle 2005; Dolney et al. 2006; Zhan
2006; Blake et al. 2007; Padmanabhan et al. 2007) galaxy-
galaxy lensing (e.g. Schneider & Rix 1997; Guzik & Seljak
2001, 2002; Seljak 2002; Seljak et al. 2005; Yoo et al. 2006;

Johnston et al. 2007; Cacciato et al. 2009) and lensing mag-
nification (Broadhurst et al. 1995; Zhang & Pen 2005, 2006;
van Waerbeke 2010). We follow the ansatz outlined in Bernstein
(2009) and extend the investigation by Bridle & King (2007)
who considered the residual information content in galaxy shape
correlations after marginalising over the parameters of two log-
linear grid models representing the II and GI terms. We quantify
the cross-calibration properties of the joint set of observables
and determine the requirements on cosmological surveys to e"-
ciently apply this joint approach.

This paper is organised as follows: In Sect. 2 we give an
overview on the two-point correlations that form part of the
galaxy shape and number density observables, and we derive
their explicit form. Two appendices provide further details.
Section 3 demonstrates how we model the di!erent signals and
their dependence on cosmology. We introduce a general grid
parametrisation for the intrinsic alignments and the galaxy bias.
Furthermore we summarise our Fisher matrix formalism and the
figures of merit we employ. In Sect. 4 we present our results on
the dependence of the parameter constraints on the freedom in
the model of intrinsic alignments and galaxy bias, the character-
istics of the redshift distributions, and the priors on the di!erent
sets of nuisance parameters. Finally, in Sect. 5 we summarise our
findings and conclude.

2. Two-point correlations from cosmological
surveys

Cosmological imaging surveys observe the angular positions and
the projected shapes of huge numbers of galaxies over increas-
ingly large areas on the sky. In addition, by means of multi-
colour photometry, it is possible to perform a tomographic anal-
ysis, i.e. obtain coarse information about the line-of-sight dimen-
sion in terms of photometric redshifts (photo-z). From the galaxy
shapes in a given region of space, one can infer the ellipticity

!(i)(!) = "(i)G (!) + "
(i)
I (!) + !

(i)
rnd(!) , (1)

where the superscript in parentheses assigns a photo-z bin i.
The observed ellipticity ! has contributions from the gravita-
tional shear "G and an intrinsic shear "I, which is caused by
the alignment of a galaxy in its surrounding gravitational field.
Moreover, ! is assumed to have an uncorrelated component !rnd,
which accounts for the purely random part of the intrinsic orien-
tations and shapes of galaxies. Note that (1) is only valid if the
gravitational shear is weak, see e.g. Seitz & Schneider (1997);
Bartelmann & Schneider (2001) and for certain definitions of el-
lipticity.

Likewise, the positions of galaxies can be used to construct
an estimate of the number density contrast

n(i)(!) = n(i)m (!) + n(i)g (!) + n(i)rnd(!) , (2)

which is determined by the intrinsic number density contrast
of galaxies ng and the alteration of galaxy counts due to lens-
ing magnification nm. An uncorrelated shot noise contribution is
added via nrnd. In contrast to !(i)(!) the number density contrast
n(i)(!) can obviously not be estimated from individual galaxies.
One can understand n(i)(!) as the ensemble average over a hypo-
thetical, Poisson-distributed random field of which the observed
galaxy distribution is one particular representation. The formal
relation between the projected number density contrast as used
in (2) and the three-dimensional galaxy number density fluctua-
tions will be provided below, see (12).

2

Cni✏j = CgiGj + CgiIj

C✏i✏j = CGiGj + CGiIj + CIiGj + CIiIj
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Complications: Shear contamination 

•  Incomplete correction of the atmospheric and instrumental PSF  
can induce additive and multiplicative shear errors 

Spurious Shear in Weak Lensing with LSST 15

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. The absolute ellipticity correlation function for the
fiducial galaxies before PSF correction (dotted black) and the
absolute shear correlation function after PSF correction (solid
green) for (a) perfect PSF models, (b) perfect non-stochastic PSF
models, and (c) PSF models constructed with a 5th-order polyno-
mial fit to bright stars. The absolute ellipticity correlation func-
tion (dashed red) in each case is plotted for comparison. All curves
are the medians of 20 different realisations under the fiducial ob-
serving condition, with the error bars indicating the standard
deviation in the 20 curves divided by

p
20. Negative values are

plotted with open symbols.

Figure 9. Absolute spurious shear correlation function after com-
bining 10 years of r- and i-band LSST data when a standard
KSB algorithm is implemented and the PSF is modeled at dif-
ferent levels: non-stochastic PSF knowledge only (dashed) and
partial stochastic PSF knowledge from polynomial interpolation
of stars (solid). Red lines indicate the pessimistic case assuming
N

e↵

= 184 while the green lines show the optimistic case when
N

e↵

= 368 is assumed. All curves are the medians of 20 different
realisations under the fiducial observing condition, with the error
bars indicating the standard deviation in the 20 curves divided
by

p
20. Negative values are plotted with open symbols.

analysis. From Appendix D, we estimate N

e↵

to be between
184 and 368, with N

e↵

= 184 being the most pessimistic
scenario and N

e↵

= 368 being the most optimistic.
Consider now the three scenarios described in Section 7,

where KSB is used to correct for the PSF effects and the
three levels of PSF modelling are assumed. For a hypothet-
ical perfect PSF modelling technique, the shear errors in
individual frames are already consistent with zero, so there
is no need to discuss the combined results here.

For the second case, we know only the non-stochastic
component of the PSF. In this case, spurious shear correla-
tions result from not modelling any of the stochastic compo-
nent of the PSF shape. In the combined dataset, the latter
contribution can be estimated by taking the solid spurious
shear correlation function in Figure 8 (b) and multiply by
1/N

e↵

to account for the averaging of the stochastic spurious
shear correlation.

When both the non-stochastic and stochastic PSF com-
ponents are modeled using a 5th-order polynomial model fit-
ted to the stars, we assume that the smoothly varying non-
stochastic PSF component is fully modeled and the spurious
shear is mainly due to stochastic PSF modelling errors. The
combined shear correlation function then can be estimated
by scaling the spurious shear correlation function in Figure 8
(c) by 1/N

e↵

.
The total expected spurious shear correlation functions

from combining N

e↵

exposures for the latter two cases are
shown in Figure 9.

c� 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18

Chang et al 2012  

✏i = (1 +mi)✏i + a
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Complications: Non linear scales 

•  Cosmological extraction in NL scales requires modeling to 
commensurate accuracy of: 
–  the underlying CDM nonlinear power spectrum (for LCDM and other models) 
–  Modeling baryonic effects, signal and uncertainties, on halo concentration 

14

FIG. 8: Biases induced in the dark energy equation of state
parameter w0 from the analysis of a STAGE IV dark energy
experiment as a function of the maximum multipole used to
infer cosmological parameters. For STAGE IV experiments,
four of the OWLS simulations lead to biases significantly
larger than the others and it is useful to emphasize this. In
the main panel, the biases that result from analyzing those
four simulations without any model to account for baryonic
e!ects. These biases are clearly very large. Each line is la-
beled by the name of the corresponding OWLS simulation in
the panel. The shaded (orange) band, shows the range of bi-
ases that result after taking the best-fit concentration model
to describe baryonic e!ects to analyze these same four simu-
lations. The biases here are significantly reduced, but remain
non-negligible (! 1!). The inset panel shows results for the
remaining five OWLS simulations. In this case, the inner (or-
ange) and outer (blue) shaded bands are the same as in Fig. 5
for DES. In each of these cases, the mitigation procedure ren-
ders biases in the dark energy equation of state parameter w0

smaller than the statistical error.

Future work may be able to improve this situation. For
one, simulations such as the OWLS simulations make pre-
dictions for the properties of galaxies. It may be possible
to compare the properties of galaxies in order to deter-
mine which simulations are more likely to represent the
observed universe, and use this information to place pri-
ors on additional parameters in mitigation schemes (the
concentration parameters in our case, see Ref. [21]). The
OWLS collaboration has shown that the “AGN” simu-
lation describes the observed properties of galaxies most
successfully [27, 46], while our analysis of the “AGN” sim-
ulation for Stage IV experiments leaves a non-negligible
residual bias. An important and necessary aspect of fu-
ture e!orts to address these issues with simulations will
be to develop lensing predictions from baryonic simula-

FIG. 9: Same as Fig. 8, but for the bias on wa from a Stage
IV experiment. Notice that the vertical axis is asymmetric
about zero.

tions in larger computational volumes. On another front,
it may be possible to develop more sophisticated models
for the influence of baryons on lensing power spectra that
can minimize biases in inferred cosmological parameters
without a significant cost in statistical errors. As the cos-
mological community learns from Stage III experiments
such as DES and prepares for the Stage IV experiments
of the coming decade, such e!orts should be a high prior-
ity in order to maximize the scientific yields of the next
generation of dark energy experiments.
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FIG. 8.— Median MCMC draw for the bandwidth function ! (black line).
Small values on this plot correspond to places where the spectra are compar-
atively less smooth because of the baryon wiggles. In addition, all the power
spectra are shown (37 models, 6 redshifts each) in light gray. The power
spectra a scaled and shifted to fit the plot. ! is low on the baryon acoustic
oscillation scale to accommodate local wiggles, as expected. The vertical
line shows the matching point between perturbation theory and the simula-
tion outputs. On the left of this, each replicate is identical (compared to the
realizations from the different simulation boxes) and smooth, therefore the
behavior of ! has not much information.
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FIG. 9.— Ratio of the emulator prediction to the smooth simulated power
spectra for the M000 cosmology at six values of the scale factor a. The error
exceeds 1% very slightly in only one part of the domain for the scale factors
a = 0.7,0.8, and 0.9.

in terms of storage. From the Coyote Universe runs we stored
11 time snapshots plus the initial conditions (particle posi-
tions and velocities and halo information) leading to 250 GB
of data per run. For the 300 billion particle run this would
increase to 75 TB. Only very few places worldwide would be
able to manage the resulting large databases.
(2) Simulation Infrastructure: Running a very large num-

ber of simulations makes it necessary to integrate the ma-
jor parts of the analysis steps into the simulation code and
to automate as much of the mechanics of running the code
(submission, restarts) as possible. For the Coyote Universe
project we developed several scripts to generate the input files
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FIG. 10.— M004, M008, M013, M016, M020, and M026. For each sim-
ulation, we show six residuals corresponding to the different values of the
scale factor a. The errors are on the order of 1% for the bulk of the domain
of interest. Considering that the tested emulators are built on an incomplete
design, this result is remarkably good.

of the codes, to structure the directories where different runs
are performed in, and to submit the simulations to the comput-
ing queue system. For future efforts of this kind the adoption
and development of dedicated workflow capabilities for these
tasks must be considered. The number of tasks to be car-
ried out will become too large to keep track of without such
tools. In addition, since large projects will require extensive
collaborations, software tools will make it easier to work in a
team environment since each collaborator will have informa-
tion about previous tasks and results. An example of such a
tool for cosmological simulation analysis and visualization is
given in Anderson et al. (2008).
We carried out the data analysis after the runs were finished.

For very large simulations this is not very practical, and on-
the-fly analysis tools are required to minimize read and write
times and failures. This in turn requires that the code infras-
tructure be tailored to the problem under consideration.
(3) Serving the Data: Clearly, large simulation efforts can-

not be carried out by a few individuals, and require possi-
bly community wide coordination. The simulation data will
be valuable for many different projects. It is therefore nec-
essary to make the data from such simulation efforts pub-
licly available and serve them in a way that new science can
be extracted from different groups of simulations. Transfer-
ring large amounts of data is difficult because of limitations
in communication bandwidth and also because of the large
storage requirements. It would therefore be desirable to have
computational resources dedicated to the database. In such
a situation, researchers would be able to run their analysis
codes on machines with direct access to the database and per-
form queries on the data easily. We are planning to make the
Coyote Universe database available in the future and use it as
a manageable testbed for such services.
(4)Communication with other Communities: The complex-

ity of the analysis task makes it necessary to efficiently collab-
orate and communicate with other communities, for example
statisticians, computer scientists, and applied mathematicians.
Many tools that will be essential for precision cosmology in
the future have already been invented – the task is to find them
and use them in the best way possible.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Lawrence et al 0912.4490 
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AFTA Ph: constraints on Gmatter, Glight 

GMatter,Glight constant ΔGMatter,Glight ~a3 

•  Priors, as per the SDT report, on: Photo-z bias, Multiplicative shear bias, Additive shear bias 
•  Photoz bias prior is limiting impact (need to make sure we can achieve this!) 
•  IA marginalization over full galaxy sample – too conservative, this can/will be refined. 

•  Truncating on linear scales at each redshift (again on the over cautious side, could relax?) 
•  CMB lensing marginalizing over a lensing reconstruction amplitude Alens without prior (conservative). 

Bean and Mueller, in prep   
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Spec surveys: growth rate constraints 

Bean and Mueller, in prep   
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Spec & Photo survey: constraints on γ0-γa 

Beware a strong theoretical prior significantly biases redshift range of 
interest for growth studies (as with equation of state) 

Bean and Mueller, in prep   
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kSZ pairwise dark sector constraints 

Mueller,  De Bernardis, Bean, Niemack 2014 
Mueller,  De Bernardis, Bean, Niemack  in prep 

Current constraints: 
BOSS:  
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FIG. 3: 2D 68% confidence level contours for di↵erent data sets, Planck (black), Planck and kSZ (blue), Planck including
CMB lensing (green) and Planck including CMB lensing plus kSZ (blue) on the sum on the neutrino mass,

P
m⌫ assuming no

prior on b⌧ (solid lines) and 1% prior on b⌧ (dashed) , and the matter density, ⌦mh2 [Left panel] assuming a minimal ⇤MDM
cosmology, and the equation of state parameters w0 [Middle panel] and wa [Right panel] assuming a general ⇤MDM cosmology.
Di↵erent style for plots? Filled contours, 68% and 98%? Show all Stages? [RB COMMENT: Make labels larger, I would
make this just 3 plots (all in a row) and leave out the one with lnAs. What about the CMB lensing fisher?We could consider
showing CMB, CMB+kSZ, CMB+lensing, CMB+kSZ+lensing (i.e. leave out the kSZ alone?).]

�(
P

m⌫) in eV
no prior on b⌧ no prior on b⌧ , opt. Mmin 1% prior on b⌧ , opt. Mmin

Stage II Stage III Stage IV Stage II Stage III Stage IV Stage II Stage III Stage IV

kSZ+ Planck
minimal ⇤MDM 0.26 0.21 0.11 0.18 0.14 0.07 0.13 0.09 0.04
+⌦k, w0, wa 0.56 0.51 0.25 0.44 0.33 0.18 0.25 0.23 0.16

kSZ+ Planck+lens
minimal ⇤MDM 0.15 0.13 0.08 0.12 0.1 0.06 0.11 0.08 0.04
+⌦k, w0, wa 0.2 0.19 0.15 0.19 0.18 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.07

kSZ only
minimal ⇤MDM 1.67 1.05 0.44 2.56 1.2 0.67 1.28 0.87 0.38
+⌦k, w0, wa 2.58 1.69 0.62 3.11 1.51 0.68 1.74 1.06 0.55

TABLE I: Stage II,III and IV forecasts for 1 � � errors on the total neutrino mass
P

m⌫ for a degenerate hierarchy. [Left
columns] Results marginalizing over b⌧ [top rows] marginalized constraints on the sum of the neutrinos mass for the kSZ
surveys including Planck priors for a 5 parameter minimal ⇤MDM cosmology+

P
mi as well as including ⌦k, w0, wa , and

[middle rows] including Planck lensing constraints [Lower rows] constraints from CMB and kSZ indivudually. [Middle columns]
Assuming a more optimistic mass cuto↵ of Mmin = 4 ⇥ 1013M� for Stage II and III and Mmin = 1 ⇥ 1013M� for Stage IV.
[Right columns] Including a 1% prior on b⌧ and optimistic assumptions on the minimum mass. The CMB Planck priors are
�(

P
m⌫) = 0.54(0.66) for a minimal (general) ⇤MDM cosmology and �(

P
m⌫) = 0.20(0.24) including CMB lensing. (remove

Planck constraints; mention in the test?- RB I agree.

parameter !b !m ⌦⇤ ns ln(1010As) ⌦k w0 wa

r 0.85 0.90 0.52 0.28 0.95 0.70 0.96 0.96

TABLE II: Forecasted correlation coe�cient, r, between the
sum of neutrino masses,

P
m⌫ , and the cosmological param-

eters showing the degeneracies between the parameters in the
kSZ data set.

An important factor that determines the constraining
power of kSZ pairwise velocities measurements is the
minimum comoving separation achievable by the sur-
vey. Photometric surveys would not be able to recon-
struct the signal at the lower separations as a conse-
quence of the redshift uncertainty. As a test, we have

repeated our baseline analysis using a minimum r cut-
o↵ rmin = 50Mpc/h [CITE HERE TO SUPPORT THIS
NUMBER]. This cuto↵ represent the minimum separa-
tion achievable with a photometric survey like the Dark
Energy Survey (see for example the discussion in [32]).
In this case, while for kSZ data only the constraints dete-
riorate more than a factor 2, when including CMB priors
from Planck the worsening in the 1� errors is limited to
a 10� 15% depending on the survey considered. For ex-
ample for a minimal ⇤MDM model we find a �(

P
m⌫)

of 0.17, 0.15 and 0.09 eV respectively for Stage II, III
and IV surveys, from the combination of kSZ data with
Planck (including CMB lensing).
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To conclude   

•  Phenomenology of non-relativistic and relativistic tracers provides 
powerful tool to connect theory to upcoming observations 

•  Variety of observations with different systematics and strengths: 
–  Different tracers: halo and field galaxies, clusters and CMB;  
–  probing geometry and clustering through velocities and lensing;  
–  0<z<3 
–  CMB lensing offers very powerful cross correlation potential 

•  Understanding and incorporating astrophysical uncertainties key 
to realizing cosmological aims 
–  Galaxy bias, stochasticity, and magnification, shear multiplicative 

and additive errors and intrinsic alignments 
–  IA modeling and restriction to linear regime likely overcautious 
–  Need to make sure photo-z dispersion and bias are as we aspire to -   

central to realize constraints from lensing 


